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Driving the
digital revolution

We live in an era where technology
is developing at breakneck speed.
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Previously something that was only
seen in science fiction movies,
intelligent tools such as big data
analytics, artificial intelligence,
robotics, and sensors are a reality
today, coalescing into systems that
appear to be nearly autonomous.

Strategic Selling Approach

As companies grapple with
how to implement (and
gain value) from these
technologies, they need a
partner that can help them
create a portfolio of
integrated digital initiatives
– wherever they are in their
journey.

That’s where Nexio comes in. We enable our clients
to modernise their environments and adopt new
technologies. We help them to solve their legacy
problems and pave the way for their future digital
success.
Using the latest technologies, we help solve your
business challenges by streamlining and transforming
your IT portfolio. Offering a variety of solutions to meet
the needs of companies at every stage of their digital
transformation journeys, we help you integrate services,
technologies and tools to empower your business to
achieve innovation and growth.
With Nexio, your organisation will no longer be hindered
by technology, but rather freed up to see what’s next
and to proactively embrace new business opportunities
with confidence. With Nexio, your digital initiatives will
not only meet your goals, but exceed them.
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But visibility in the digital transformation journey is not
enough. Organisations also need the capabilities to
improve functionality in their IT ecosystem and thereby
the overall manageability of their digital transformation
journey.

Gearing for growth:
Digital platform
The Nexio digital platform enables your
transformation journey by providing the
foundation for digital-led business change that can
improve operations and customer experiences.
Offering complete visibility into every technology, system
and process employed by the business, the Nexio digital
platform can link disparate systems to provide an
integrated foundation for the future.

By simplifying and transforming infrastructure, software
and applications, the platform can provide a catalyst for
new business value creation. The Nexio digital platform
provides end-to-end visibility, control, manageability and
functionality across the organisation’s entire IT
ecosystem, helping to identify and manage areas where
you can gain a competitive advantage.
The Nexio platform is available as a service, enabling
digital enterprise management functions based on
consumption. It can be implemented in any
organisation, across multiple departments, systems,
processes and technologies, and can be deployed on
premise or in the cloud.
In general, the more complicated the environment, the
more beneficial the platform will be for an organisation.
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Trusted

Advisory Position

Customer
Advocacy

Securing the future
The focus of digital transformation in most
organisations has been on speed, automation,
optimisation and innovation. Companies must also
focus on cybersecurity.
Nexio unites unique combinations of technology to
address all the key components needed to establish
cybersecurity resilience, namely identification,
protection, detection, response and recovery, testing
and situational awareness.
A key part of Nexio’s technology deployments is that we
also consider key business needs, as well as applicable
governance, risk, compliance, people and process
requirements.
We optimise security operations to work in a real-time
environment, and beyond the traditional security
perimeter. Our capability includes pulling cyber
response teams together when required and to do
end-to-end incident management.
We embrace threat intelligence from varying
perspectives to deliver an even fuller view of the
cyber-threat environment for our customers.

Full SSA Approach

We liaise with the appropriate departments and teams
within your business to deliver a cohesive and fully
integrated solution or service. It starts with an
evaluation of what is already in your environment,
making sure you get the most out of your existing
investments. Our consultative approach ensures that all
your security initiatives always tie into what the business
needs, and what it is currently doing.
We offer a single port of call for all your security needs.
Where possible, we consolidate your security according
to your organisation’s specific requirements. We also
ensure that by meeting governance, risk and compliance
requirements, this becomes an opportunity to grow the
business, rather than just an additional cost.
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The big data advantage
As more companies seek out digital
transformation projects, big data offers an
opportunity to gain a competitive edge – if
leveraged correctly.
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By itself, data has no value. Value is created when data is
used by someone in context. That context requires
looking at the bigger picture. Analytics is ultimately the
final tool that companies can access in order to gain
insights from their data. However, managing information
as an asset needs a 360-degree view.

Nexio provides a complete solution
that ensures companies get value
from their data.
From data creation, to security, to
data management; we provide the
expertise and tools that allows
analytics to provide the detailed
insights that a modern company
needs to stay ahead of its
competitors.

Choosing the right technology platform has become
essential to meeting the compute demands of today.
Nexio enables companies to modernise their data
centre environments, providing next generation
solutions developed specifically for each customer's
requirements. Including consolidation, virtualisation,
data analytics and security, backed up by our
professional services capabilities, we offer an end-to-end
data centre solution.
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Nexio will help you establish how your infrastructure and
services can best be optimised at every step. Leveraging
an extensive skills base and relationships with leading
cloud vendors, we assist you to implement the right
cloud for your business.

The right tools for the job
Nexio will help you develop an effective cloud
strategy, aligned to your business strategy,
ensuring that your technology investments
continually meet your business goals.
Offering complete migration and implementation
services, we enable you to modernise your environment
and optimise your ecosystem.

Our solution covers everything from assessments to
comprehensive management and control – and
everything in between.
With years of expertise in infrastructure, software,
platforms, services and security, Nexio helps connect
your IT ecosystem with the rest of the business. This
ensures you gain the immense benefits and potential of
cloud. Offering a solution that can truly transform the
entire organisation, we will help you leverage it for
growth and business agility.
Whether you require a private, public, or hybrid
environment, you can be assured of accessing all the
right tools and the competences to ensure that you get
the most out of your cloud investment.

Secure

Agile
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Getting the strategy right in terms of design and
operations is therefore critical.

It’s a multi-cloud world
It’s practically impossible to deliver
best-in-class IT solutions across the enterprise
without a multi-cloud strategy.
In order to gain the breadth and depth of services that
modern businesses need to deliver effectively to
customers, they have to work across multiple cloud and
on-premises infrastructures.

With visibility into the multi-cloud
ecosystem, modernised and
optimised environments are easy to
achieve. Management is also
essential to achieving these goals.
This is why we have developed a comprehensive
management tool that frees you up to focus on the
business, not the operations, and proactively move your
organisation forward using digital technology to stay
ahead of your competitors.
Integrating all of your cloud environments into our
digital platform simplifies management, control and
provisioning within a multi-cloud ecosystem.
Providing a one-stop solution that will turn your
multi-cloud chaos into a single gateway to competitive
operations, the digital platform incorporates a variety of
tools to ensure the visibility necessary to effectively
forecast and control cloud and workload costs.
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Seamless connectivity
Advanced networking is the unsung hero of our
digital future. It offers connectivity that can drive
the development of new solutions and services
while transforming inefficient operating models.
Where networking traditionally lived in the shadow of
high-profile disruptive technologies, it is now
transforming enterprise architecture. In fact, advanced
connectivity is fast becoming a linchpin of digital
business.
Advanced connectivity raises the bar on network
flexibility, making it possible to configure networks to fit
different types of performance and availability
requirements.
Our connectivity solutions include a range of network
collaboration offerings that enable secure cloud services,
advanced networking, collaboration and transformation.

Simplify
Visibility

Making your business
work for your people:
Workforce transformation
True digital transformation is about more than just
technology. It's about changing behaviour. Success
in digital transformation rests on workforce
transformation.
The workforce plays a huge role in ensuring that a
company executes on any new initiative with speed,
efficiency and excellence. Nexio provides a solution that
combines technology and change management,
providing agility, flexibility and improved security to both
workers and the business. Nexio also ensures that your
organisation always has access to the latest devices and
technologies, allowing you to innovate faster. This also
provides cost savings while enabling the business to
benefit from faster refresh cycles on the hardware.
With Nexio, every employee is empowered to be more
productive, to work and collaborate anywhere, at any time,
on any device. Our solution includes communication
solutions that provide an intuitive experience across digital
channels and devices. This drives more efficient and
responsive operations and improves workforce productivity
and mobility. We help you tap into and connect the shared
intelligence of the workforce while empowering
decision-making at all levels of the organisation.
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ISO Certifications

9, 14, 20, 45 and 27

XLA

eXcellence
Level
Agreement

Putting it all together:
Managed services
The world of technology in a business environment
goes way beyond servers and workstations, and is
now drowning in a flood of mobile devices and
personal applications that today’s workers deem
essential.
In-house services are often limited in terms of resources
and budget - spreading themselves too thin to
adequately meet target service levels, or deliver the
top-notch service demanded by today's customers.
Managed services fill these gaps.

Nexio gives your businesses access
to a pool of services, technologies
and skills that will improve the
security and stability of your
technical environments – without
breaking the bank.

Digitise
Offering immediate access to the latest and greatest
technologies, our unique approach allows us to provide
managed services for a single aspect of your operations,
or as an end-to-end solution, or anything in between.
Our managed services offering ensures many benefits
over and above increased service levels: Efficiencies are
boosted and costs lowered - a major driver for all
businesses in these highly competitive times.
We also open the door to new possibilities and the
adoption of new models and technologies, which are
often too costly to have in-house. Combining world
leading technologies with our skills, expertise and
investment into building long-term relationships with
our customers, we ensure you achieve your business,
strategic and operational goals.

We are trusted and backed by leading, world
renowned partners such as:
• BMC
• Cisco
• Dell Technologies
• Huawei
• Microsoft
• Veritas
And many more.
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The trusted IT partner
for your digital future.
Gauteng
Nexio House
Morningside Corner
Corner Rivonia & 3rd Avenue
Rivonia, Sandton, 2129
Tel: +27 11 808 6000

Durban
Vodacom Building
11 Richefond Circle
Ridgeside Park
Umhlanga, 4319
Tel: +27 87 310 7868

Email: info@nexio.co.za | www.nexio.co.za

Western Cape
3rd Floor The Apex
1 Energy Lane
Century City
7441
Tel: +27 21 551 6015

Registered Address
Vodacom Corporate Park
082 Vodacom Boulevard
Vodavalley
Johannesburg
1685

